NEW

ELEMENTS GALA
THE NEW ELEMENTS EXPERIENCE D

ELEMENTS GALA
You’ve never heard ELEMENTS like this before.
ELEMENTS GALA, HK Audio’s latest columnar system, combines stylish looks and
sophisticated sound in a PA that rises to the lofty standards for up-market events.
The new 15” powered subwoofer not only delivers persuasive, remarkably
low-ranging performance; it also comes with custom electronics. At the heart of this
circuitry is a painstakingly tuned digital controller that adds a touch of magic to the
mix. High frequencies come across with pristine clarity; the midrange is delivered
with a mighty punch that projects authority and assertiveness all the way down
to the lowest mids. The new Class D power amps provide plenty of headroom and
serious dynamic response.
ELEMENTS GALA’s sleek columns live up to the performance promise conveyed by
their stylish looks. Their lush sonic image treats audiences to a rich audio experience
that begins directly in front of the stage, extends all the way to the back row, and
satisfies even the most discriminating uptown standards.
This stereo system handles as elegantly as it looks: setting up and tearing down
ELEMENTS GALA is a time-saving exercise in convenience thanks to the E-Connect
coupler/signal bus.

About ELEMENTS

Minimalist Visuals, Max Audio Experience
ELEMENTS has been a pillar of modern line array technology since it debuted –
these columns’ phenomenal ease of use, elegant visuals and stunning soundscapes
are milestone achievements.
With a beautifully balanced frequency spectrum, excellent speech intelligibility and
near uniform volume from the first to the last row, ELEMENTS serves up tasty sonic
treats for audiences to enjoy.

Highlights

•

Fully featured, active stereo line-source PA

•

Newly developed digital controller tuned to serve up
stellar sound

•
•

•

Special filter presets tailored for Small Venue and
Long Distance applications

•

Extendable with HK Audio L SUB 1500 A add-on

Newly developed 2,000-watt power amp section

subwoofer for applications requiring even more

sized to provide ample headroom

muscular bass

Newly developed 15” subwoofer engineered to deliver
powerful, low-ranging bass response

•

ELEMENTS comes with a five-year HK Audio warranty*

Extended sweet spot

Conventional speakers’ volume and high-frequency
levels drop sharply with increasing distance.

Everyone in the audience has the best seat in the house, courtesy
of ELEMENTS GALA. In contrast to conventional speakers, its
line-source arrays distribute signals evenly with the frequency
response and volume remaining uniform throughout the hall –
not too loud up front, not too soft in the back.

Always on the level
ELEMENTS GALA always rises to the occasion, with included
cordless column extension poles that bring the speakers up to
the right level when the system is set up on the floor rather
than on stage.

Scope of delivery
Unbox, plug in and go — the delivery scope of ELEMENTS GALA leaves nothing to be desired.

4 x E 835

1 x ELEMENTS GALA SUB 15

2 x EF 45

2 x EP 2

2 x LS 10 Speakon cable

Optionally available accessories

GALA SUB 15 ROLLER BAG
padded carry bag for GALA SUB 15

ELEMENTS SOFT BAG
padded carry bag for 2 x E 835

Easy-to-add bass

When the situation calls for even more muscular bass, ELEMENTS GALA can be readily extended with the
HK Audio L SUB 1500 A.

ELEMENTS GALA SUB 15

ELEMENTS GALA SUB 15

You can update your existing
ELEMENTS PA with the new
ELEMENTS GALA SUB 15 which is also
available separately.

L SUB 1500 A

ELEMENTS BASE BAG
padded carry bag for 1 x EF 45

ELEMENTS GALA System
Total power output (RMS)¹

670 W Class D

Calculated Peak-Power

2000 W

Optional accessories

GALA SUB 15 ROLLER BAG, ELEMENTS SOFT BAG, ELEMENTS BASE BAG

ELEMENTS GALA SUB 15
Max SPL peak²

129 dB

Frequenzgang +/- 5 dB

44 Hz – 140 Hz

DSP-Features

24 dB subsonic filter, peak, RMS and multiband limiters

Inputs

2 x XLR/ 1/4" (6.35 mm) combo inputs

Woofer

1 x 15"

Dimensions (WxHxD)

48 x 48.5 x 59.5 cm

Weight

30.2 kg / 66.6 lbs.

E 835 MID/HIGH UNIT
Axial sensitivity 1 W/1 m

100 dB Halfspace

Frequency response +/- 5 dB

140 Hz – 20 kHz

Speakers

8 x 3.5" broadband

Directivity

70° horizontal

Dimensions (WxHxD)

11 x 74.5 x 12 cm (excl. E-Connect sleeves)

Weight

4.5 kg / 9.9 lbs.

¹ Short-term RMS value measured using a sine burst signal with a 1/4 cycle rate and a resulting crest factor of 9 dB at a frequency that is representative of the system
² @10% THD, Halfspace
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* We give you a five-year warranty if you register your product within 30 days of purchase here: http://warranty.hkaudio.com
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